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Safe, responsible and dedicated professional driver with maintenance skills to keep 
truck in proper running condition. Experienced Machine Operator excellent at 
juggling multiple tasks and working under pressure. Broad manufacturing experience
includes 6 years paper mill experience. Rotating shift work, operating cranes, coating
machine, pulpers, paper machine, winders, forklifts, clamp trucks, wrappers and core
cutters.

EXPERIENCE

Coating Machine Operator
ABC Corporation - OCTOBER 2006 – AUGUST 2006

 Experienced includes- Three years experience on largest and fastest 
coating machine of its kind in the world.

 Worked with engineers and programmers during start up for best 
production results.

 Trained other operators.
 Continuously helped improve quality and performance of this 

machine with design implementation leading team to self direction.
 Improved training on machine.
 Organized team shift meetings for better communication to reach our

goals for ongoing improvement in production.
 Take pride in the responsibility, obligation, and duty required as well 

as striving to exceed job expectation in performance.

Coating Machine Operator 
Delta Corporation - 2005 – 2006

 Coating machine operations, packaging, minor machine maintenance,
forklift operation, Jomar computer program skills.

 Clear and color coating, polishing of tablets Enteric film coating 
( controlled release coating) on softgels Perform other assigned duties
such as .

 Set up and operated a machine that screen printed an anti-friction 
coating onto pistons.

 This included changing the fixtures as necessary to accommodate 
various piston sizes that needed to be screen printed.

 Did quality checks for proper thickness and adhesion &amp; and 
measured the location to be sure the coating met the customer 
specifications.

 Manufacturing - Other Maintained the machine in proper working 
order and loaded with raw material.

 Made sure the paper was ready for the coater to splice into the next 
roll to keep the machine producing product.
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EDUCATION

 GED

SKILLS

Environmentalist, Carpenter, Electrical Technician, Machinist.
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